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he Red-cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) has
declined in Northwest Florida due mainly
to loss of longleaf pine forests, but
with replanting and an ongoing nesting
program, recovery of the population is
predicted for 2075.

Monitoring of Red-cockaded Woodpeckers (Picoides borealis) in
Blackwater River State Forest (BRSF) began in 1992 and the banding
program was initiated in 1998. The numbers of RCWs and active
clusters have increased over the years, but the staff and budget have
not. We work with partners such as the Florida Wildlife Commission,
Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosystem Partnership, Conecuh and Apalachicola
National Forests, and Eglin Air Force Base and currently employ
volunteer help.
The goals of the BRSF’s RCW Program are to grow and merge our
three subpopulations into one functioning population, then merge
with those at Conecuh National Forest and Eglin Air Force Base.
This will promote the RCW’s recovery and ability to live and thrive
without our help in the future. By 2008 two of our subpopulations had
successfully merged, and I expect that within two years all three will
have merged into one. We also plan to promote RCW movement to the
east and south to join the Coldwater subpopulation. Since we began
monitoring, no natural movement of RCWs between Eglin and BRSF has
been documented.
Habitat management (by prescribed fire and mechanical means) is
one of the most important things we must do to grow and maintain
our population. Open grassy pinelands required by the RCWs are
overtaken by undesirable plant species unless the area is frequently
maintained by burning or mowing. Prescribed burns, however, are
difficult to coordinate with inholding property owners and military
training at Whiting Field. Additionally, much caution is used to avoid
fires that adversely affect harvesting the salable timber. Protection and
development of large, mature pines throughout the landscape is also
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John Anderton cuts a
cavity for an artificial
nest insert for Redcockaded Woodpeckers.
These cavities are
important to survival
and growth of the
woodpecker population.

very important. Currently, BRSF is harvesting slash and sand pine
plantations planted decades ago, and encouraging the continued
healthy growth of existing longleaf. Harvested areas are replanted
only with longleaf seedlings.
Maintenance of existing cavities and installation of artificial
cavities, including those in new recruitment clusters, are also very
important to the survival and growth of the population. In 2009
alone, we installed 83 new and replaced 15 old cavities. Seven
new clusters were established and one old, inactive cluster was
rehabilitated for use as a recruitment cluster. Maintenance also
includes removing old bird nests, wasp, dirt dauber and bee nests,
as well as flying squirrels from RCW cavities. In 2009, we pulled
478 flying squirrels from RCW cavities! Flying squirrels present a
real problem for RCWs since they take over the nests and chew up
the cavities making them unsuitable for RCW habitation.
Hurricanes, and other disasters can cause cavity trees to fall
or die from immediate or extended stress. On occasion some
entire clusters have been destroyed. Cavity trees that die must be
replaced with artificial cavities as soon as possible to accommodate
the existing RCW population and protect them from nocturnal
predators. After Hurricane Ivan, 68 artificial cavities were installed
by a “strike team” in fewer than 10 days.
Continues on page 3.

CALENDAR of EVENTS

Field Trips

Chapter Meetings

n Saturday, February 13, Blackwater River State Forest
Winter Birding. Jan Lloyd and Ann Forster will lead us in
search of wintering sparrows and other birds within Blackwater
River State Forest. We plan to spend most of the time in the
limited access Hutton Unit behind the locked gates. Expect
moderate, non-strenuous walking. Bring a picnic lunch. Meet
at 7:30 a.m. in the University Mall parking lot in front of the
J.C. Penney Store or between 8:00 and 8:15 a.m. in front of the
Harold Store. We plan to return by early afternoon.

Pensacola Junior College, Main Campus, 7 p.m., Baroco Science
Center, Room 2142, unless otherwise noted. Guests are welcome!

n Saturday, March 13, Roy Hyatt Environmental Center
Birding. Peggy Baker and Morris Clark will lead us along some
of the 2.5 miles of trails within the Hyatt Center’s property.
Hopefully, this trip will add additional bird species to the
database for birds using the property. Expect some moderate,
but slow, walking on good trails. Bring a picnic lunch to be
eaten outside on the picnic tables or inside if weather dictates.
Jennifer Hale/Butera, the Hyatt Center’s naturalist, will be with
us for the day, and after lunch will be happy to give a tour of
the teaching facilities to anyone interested. Meet at 8:30 a.m.
at the Hyatt Center located at 1300 Tobias Road, which is on
Highway 97 one mile north of Kingsfield Road. We plan to
finish by early afternoon.
n Saturday, March 28, Ed Ball Nature Trail Native Plants.
James Burkhalter will lead us on a walk to observe the many
native plants, including early spring wildflowers, along the Ed
Ball Nature Trail at University of West Florida. The trip will also
include a visit to the Michael I. Cousins Herbarium that has
over 22,000 specimens. There will be a short, side field trip
to see the rare plant Lepuropetalon spathulatum, which has a
common name of Little People. Expect easy walking. Meet at
7:30 a.m. in the parking lot in front of the Target Store located
near the intersection of University Parkway and Nine Mile Road.
We will finish by noon.
n Friday thru Sunday, April 9–11, Cypress Island Preserve
Birding. Morris Clark will lead us on a long weekend birding
trip to southern Louisiana. We will spend some time at the
huge Lake Martin rookery (spoonbill-egret-anhinga-ibis-heron
rookery) in The Nature Conservancy’s Cypress Island Preserve.
Over 30,000 pairs of waders have nested there in some years,
making Lake Martin one of the most ecologically important
rookeries of its kind. To sign up and receive an itinerary, call
Morris Clark at 968-5498 and leave your name, telephone
number, and e-mail address, or e-mail him at morrisclark@
cox.net. Each participant will be expected to make a $30
contribution to the Francis M. Weston Audubon Society.
n Sunday thru Tuesday, April 11-13, Texas Upper Coast
Birding Extension. Morris Clark will lead us during spring
migration to some great birding sites on the Great Texas Coastal
Birding Trail, including High Island and Anahuac National
Wildlife Refuge. When you sign up for the above trip, let
Morris know if you are also interested in this extension. Each
participant will be expected to make a $25 contribution to the
Francis M. Weston Audubon Society.
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n Thursday, February 25, 7 p.m. “Winter Hummingbirds.”
Fred Bassett, Master Bander with the Hummingbird Study Group,
and winter hummingbird expert, will thrill us with his winter
hummingbird report and pictures from his Western Hummingbird
banding trips. Plan to arrive early to reserve a seat!
n Thursday, March 25, 7 p.m. “Birding in Blackwater.” David
Creamer, Recreational Director, Blackwater River State Forest
(BRSF) and Peggy Baker, FMWAS Education Director, will present
some results of our chapter’s birding survey as well as other
recreational opportunities offered in BRSF.

Board of Directors Meetings
n Thursdays, 7 p.m., February 4, March 4, and April 1 at the
Baskerville-Donovan Building, 449 West Main Street, Pensacola.
Open to all members.

Other Events
n Friday through Monday, Feb 12-15. Great Backyard Bird
Count. See page 7 for details.
n March 26-28, Audubon Academy, in Gainesville, FL. An
amazing weekend event for Audubon members from around the
state. This is an opportunity to enjoy the natural history of a
another area of the state, and learn about chapter leadership
and conservation issues. For more information see http://www.
audubonofflorida.org/who_chapters_academy.html .

Christmas Bird Count—
 Fewer Species and Lower Numbers

R

esults from the Christmas Bird Counts (CBCs) that
took place in northwest Florida and Gulf Shores,
Alabama, during the National Audubon Society’s
one-hundred tenth CBC follow.

Two Western Grebes
(Aechmorphous
occidentalis) shown left
in breeding plumage,
were added to the list
for the first time.

n The Pensacola CBC, conducted on Dec. 19 and compiled by
Bill Bremser, had a total of 130 species with a total of 17,649
individual birds seen. This was 7 species and 7,442 individuals
fewer than last year. Forty-three observers in 11 parties
participated. The compilation was held at the Bremsers’ home
where dinner and refreshments were provided by Greta Bremser.

n The Choctawhatchee Bay CBC (Ft. Walton Beach) compiled by

Interesting species include, for the first time ever, two Western

Don Ware was conducted on Dec. 14, and had a count of 147

Grebes found by Thomas and Howard Barbig at Mulat Bayou near

species. Interesting species include Ross’s Goose, Swainson’s

their home, American Bittern, Tri-colored Heron, Brown Creeper,

Hawk, Great Black-backed Gull, nighthawk sp., Scissor-tailed

Yellow-breasted Chat, Summer Tanager and Indigo Bunting, and

Flycatcher, and a Summer Tanager.

for the first time a Dickcissel. Also interesting is the expansion
shown by the exotic Nutmeg Mannikin. This species was first

n The Gulf Shores, Alabama CBC compiled by Howard Horne and

found in the Pensacola area about 12 years ago and their numbers

Greg Jackson was conducted on Jan. 2, 2010, and had a total

have gradually increased, which of course means nesting and

of 142 species. Interesting species include Red-throated Loon,

growth. However, the Mannikins have always remained in the

Pacific Loon, Common Merganser, Great Black-backed Gull, Black-

inland Pensacola area. On this year’s CBC, three birds (a male and

throated Green Warbler, Prairie Warbler, and Baltimore Oriole.

two immatures) were found on the Gulf Breeze peninsula about 6
—Bill Bremser, Compiler Pensacola CBC

miles east of the Three-Mile Bridge.

Red-cockaded Woodpecker, continued from front page
CHALLENGES
RCW management requires a lot of planning, coordinating,
monitoring and documentation, and sometimes hard and tedious chores
year round. Volunteers can help us work toward our RCW program goals
in many ways.
Computer Skills—There is much data to be entered into the
computer. I could also use help developing a data base to link my
spreadsheets so I don’t have to open several different spreadsheets for
a single event.
Education—There are various opportunities to talk to kids and adults
about RCW conservation, like the Munson Heritage Festival, but we also
talk to school groups when they visit the FWC Fish Hatchery. Volunteers
are very useful in helping to educate the public.
Field Work—The most basic field need is to have someone present
when I climb trees in case of an accident. “Light” duties include
reading leg bands on RCWs with a spotting scope, painting boundaries
and cavity trees, assisting with tree inventories, and recording data.

“Medium” duties include loading and unloading buckets, saws, and
ladders; cutting and assembling parts to make artificial cavities;
carrying the peeper scope and peeping into cavity trees; climbing
trees to clean straw or flying squirrels from cavities; puttying in new
or replacement artificial cavities; or installing drain tubes or repairing
faulty cavities. “Hard” duties include cutting oak trees and mid-story
vegetation with hand tools or a chainsaw, tractor-assisted mowing/
bush-hogging vegetation in clusters, installing blue bird houses,
climbing and cutting cavities to install artificial inserts or replacement
inserts, and clearing around cavity trees prior to prescribed burns.
As you can see, we are working toward our goals, and with additional
help from volunteers we could do a lot more. If you are interested in
being a Blackwater River volunteer, I hope to hear from you soon.
E-mail me at: langste@doacs.state.fl.us .
Background information on Red-cockaded Woodpeckers as well as
charts and a map of the BRSF clusters is on our website. Visit http://
www.fws.gov/rcwrecovery/
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F i e l d m N o t e s
by Bob Duncan

n Cool and wet—That just about sums up December birding

winter, at Pensacola Beach 9 December. On l December, Les Kelly,

conditions here. The birding was great with rare birds found this fall

Peggy Baker and Larry Goodman found four Rusty Blackbirds* in

continuing into the winter season. Duck numbers were way down

Blackwater River State Forest. This species is in decline nationally.

and Bonaparte’s Gulls, normally abundant by Thanksgiving, were

I found a Cave Swallow* near my home in Gulf Breeze on 13

virtually absent. Why? My best guess is that they were stopped by the

December. The species is a relatively new addition to the local

“Maginot Line” of refuges and reservoirs to the north of us, as there

scene. Also there on the same day, Lucy and I observed an Ash-

were reports of good numbers up north. All of that changed in January

throated Flycatcher*, a rare western species. Jane Hutchison

when a frigid front walloped us with record cold. Ducks finally made

was delighted to see another western stray at her feeder on 13

their move, probably spurred southward by frozen ponds. A trip to

December, a gorgeous Buff-bellied Hummingbird*, which Fred

northern Escambia County on 14 January tallied a number of duck

Bassett of the Hummer Bird Study Group subsequently banded.

species for the Duncans. The Pensacola Christmas Bird Count produced

Cattle Egrets found by Powers McLeod on 27 December and

the expected regulars and a few surprises that you’ll read about in Bill

7 January at the airport were rare winter stragglers, probably

Bremser’s article on page 3.

lamenting the fact that they did not move farther south.

n Ft. Pickens—That super rarity, the Green-tailed Towhee*,

n North Escambia County—Let’s face it. Most of our birding

continued to be seen at its favorite spot down the bicycle path at Ft.

is done south of I-10, and the northern parts of Santa Rosa and

Pickens through 25 January. This bird, a third state record, provided

Escambia Counties are very neglected. Several times a winter,

much excitement and for many was a life bird as well. The Lark

Lucy and I explore the fields, ponds and forests at the north end

Sparrows that appeared in October continued to be seen by 25 January

of our counties. On 14 January we banked on the frigid weather

at the beginning of the bike trail near the main fort. Lucy and I found

north of the coast to freeze the ground, ponds and reservoirs and

eight species of sparrows in the same area where the Lark Sparrows

drive birds south. We found 7 species of pond ducks, including

were foraging, including an elusive Grasshopper Sparrow*. Topping

Canvasbacks, dozens of Great Egrets, Great Blue Herons, even

off the Ft. Pickens rarities was a Pacific Loon*, a rare winter visitor,

a White Ibis. We found our target birds, 65 Brewer’s Blackbirds,

spotted by Lucy Duncan on 7 January and seen through the 24th.

at the end of a private road leading to a catfish processing shed

n Ft. Walton Beach Spray Fields—The spray fields in Ft. Walton

where we met the owner, got permission to bird, and picked out 4

continued to produce outstanding rarities, some of which were carry-

lbs. of live, fresh catfish which he cleaned and we had for supper.

overs from fall. These included Western Kingbirds, Swainson’s

Now that’s my kind of birding!!

Hawks*, Long-billed Dowitchers*, Franklin’s Gulls*, Brewer’s

*Species with asterisks require documentation so

Blackbird*, and Western Tanager*. Everyone thought the star of

that they may be processed to become part of the
ornithological record.
The Skimmer welcomes reports of noteworthy birds.
If you have something to report, please call Bob or
Lucy Duncan at 932-4792.

the show was the beautiful male Vermilion Flycatcher that claimed
its perch on the fence surrounding the holding ponds. But the bird
of the season there was a Say’s Phoebe*, found and photographed
5 January by Chris Costers. Another western vagrant, this bird was
only the second for the western Panhandle and about the tenth for
the state! Details and excellent photographs were sent to the Florida
Ornithological Society Records Committee for inclusion in the state
records. Some of the birds mentioned above are still present as of midJanuary.
n Other birds—Rare in winter, the male Baltimore Oriole present
at Betsy Tetlow’s feeder in east Pensacola continued as of 24 January.
Another brightened Bill Bremser’s feeders at Tiger Point on 2 January.
Carol Ascherfeld spotted a Magnificent Frigatebird, also rare in
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Tr i p p i n g o n t h e E a s t e r n S l o p e

D

By Ann Forster

Arriving at the lodge early the next morning was one of the highlights
of the trip. We were entertained by hummingbird feeders which
attracted 18 species of hummers with fancy names like Booted Rackettail, Golden-tailed Sapphire, and Gould’s Jewelfront. They have miles of
trails, some of which are vertical. Beware the Waterfall Trail! There may
have been birds there but you couldn’t hear them for our wheezing.
Our next stop was the San Isidro Lodge at 8,500 ft. More hummingbird feeders provided great looks at spectacular hummers. An afternoon
walk to the Cock-of-the-Rock lek was disappointing because the birds
were mostly immature, so weren’t the brilliant orange-red males of the
eastern slope. Next, at almost 11,000 feet, was Guango Lodge where
we had killer views of Torrent Ducks, White-capped Dipper, and Torrent
Tyrannulet. We also had numerous tanager flocks at eye-level and yet
more hummers.
When rain and fog set in, we were sure that the really high altitude
adventure at Papallacta Pass (13,000 ft) the next day would be ruined,
but the next morning dawned clear for a wonderful last day. We finished
up with a 30-foot walk to a pair of rare Rufous-bellied Seedsnipe. Our
collective list was near 550 species of which 47 were hummingbirds.

an Forster and the girls (Ann, Jan Lloyd, Vickie Parker,
and Marilyn Milek) set out after Christmas to transect
eastern Ecuador from 600 feet to 13,000 feet. After years of
starting trips in the no oxygen zone, we finally convinced
our Ecuadorian travel agency Neblina Forest that sea
level people need to start low and work higher. On the first morning
we boarded the unfortunately-named Icaro Airlines and flew past
spectacular, sparkling snow-covered volcanoes to the river town of Coca.
We boarded the Sani Lodge boat and worked our way down river. There
has been a terrible drought and the river was so low that we frequently
ran aground, but that gave us extra birding time. Sani Lodge is situated
on terra firme forest so that trails radiate right from the cabin area.
There is a new 120-foot-tall tower for the observation of canopy species,
and parrot and macaw clay licks are just up-river. Canoe trips along the
tributaries gave us an idea of the richness of tropical birding.
Our next stop was in the foothills (6000 ft) at a new lodge called
Wildsumaco. On the way, we spent one night in the small town of
Loreto where air conditioning may be in the future plans. We ate at El
Turista Café which lived up to its name, but in a mild Pepto-Bismol way.

H o w t o b u i l d a d i n o s au r

Review by Jere French

Book Review

Jack Horner and James Gorman; Dutton, New York, 2009, $25.95).

In Jurassic Park where Michael Crichton suggested we could re-create dinosaurs by exhuming DNA from a 65-million year old, amber-encased mosquito that may have stung one. The theory was intriguing, more science fiction than
science. Now paleontologist Jack Horner comes with even more intriguing possibilities based on DNA and the lengthy
unraveling of genomes. Why, asks Horner, should we continue to search among the age-old bones and fossils for answers,
when dinosaurs still walk—or fly—among us today?
With heavy dependence on both DNA and the bird-dinosaur theory, Horner proposes to build
a living dinosaur by tweaking the DNA that exists in all living things—in this case a chicken
embryo—in order to reach back through millions of years to turn off a multitude of switches that
affect such things as tail, teeth, and feathers to replicate the dinosaur embryo that was originally
intended to be a bird.
Certainly the tinkering with DNA has been ongoing in both science and industry for some time.
Isn’t it possible, as television’s “What Darwin Never Knew” suggests—that we can reach back into
the DNA of nearly any embryo, switching off the genetic changes that have occurred through the
millennia, to produce a living fossil? In order to accept such a Draconian concept, we first have to
acknowledge that birds are in fact avian dinosaurs, and second that such genetic manipulation is
theoretically possible. And to that end, someday, we might actually be able to reproduce a living
sixty-five million year old dinosaur—in a chicken egg. There’s no doubt, Horner tells us, such a
thing is possible. So far we have cloned a sheep, produced a chicken with teeth, and wheat that
will grow in the desert, so we had best give him the benefit of doubt as he is impatient to get on with this business.
The text is hard plowing at times, jam-full of ongoing research data and methodology with the purpose, I suspect, of
convincing the reader that the author is no slapdash greenhorn, but a cutting-edge, responsible paleontologist perched
on the forefront of high adventure. This book is certainly a fascinating read, reminding us how far and how fast
scientific discovery has taken us, just since the millennium.
One final note of caution. I would advise readers not to skip the introduction, which carries the author’s thesis
as well as this disclaimer: “This is a project that will outrage some people as a sacrilegious attempt to interfere
with life, and be scoffed at by others as impossible, and by others still as more showmanship than
science.” But be certain of this, he’s going to do it anyway.
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Skimming

			

Tort Reform

on the Berry

Farm

by M.E. Griggs

					

S

ome years ago one of my customers found a little

moving the gopher out and closing the door. It had burrowed

gopher tortoise in danger as it was trying to cross

deep into the earth. Down on my hands and knees, I could see

a busy road, rescued it, and brought it to the blue-

that the excavation was deep and made a right turn. No gopher

berry farm. This kindness was not a surprise as it is

could be seen—only darkness. I considered reaching down and

common that people influenced by such as Norman

around the corner to see if I could get a hold of it, but thought

Rockwell Americana think that the blueberry farm

differently after hearing a hiss. Gophers hiss, but so do other

in the woods at the end of the road is a great place to deposit

things with which they cohabitate. I would have to ponder the

unwanted and at-risk creatures. Numerous dogs and cats have

problem little longer.

had to be refused over the years, and those dropped off without
mention had to be relocated. Even so, what trouble could a little

A month passed before I arrived at a suitable solution,

gopher be? It would crawl off into the woods, dig itself a bur-

during which time I made several unsuccessful attempts to

row and make an independent life. It would not bite, bark, chase

grab the intruder. Every so often in the hot part of the day,

cars or mess in the yard so I took it around to the side of my

when gophers like to feed, the one in my garden could be

house near the woods and let it go. As I sat it down in the shade

seen from a distance out of its burrow, but it could never
quite be arrested. I came close once, but after that

of a pine tree, I gave it what I thought would be my
last humane consideration. I gave it a pat and said,

Max Griggs was a

it learned to keep a sharp eye out for me. It would

“Go free.” I did not look back to see where it went.

faculty member of

stretch its scrawny wrinkled neck as high as it could

of the University

and extend its stubby front legs to give it enough

of Florida, Florida

height to look at me above the peas. Gophers defy

A week later I found where! The hard-shelled vegetarian guest had taken up residence in my vegetable
garden. The garden is enclosed at the top by a deerproof fence and at the bottom by a dog-proof fence.

Cooperative Extension
Service, for 27 years.

physical laws when making short sprints back to and
down their holes. I considered several lethal solutions,
but by this time I had developed a relationship with

The deer fence is built very high because deer jump

He owns Touchablue

very high, and the dog fence is buried deep in the soil

Berry Farm in Molino

structed a short fence around the burrow, preventing

because dogs dig deep. Neither can peacefully coex-

where he cultivates

access to the garden residual, and cut a hole in the

ist with a vegetable garden. The garden gate normally

the best blueberries

outside fence permitting Gofree to go free. That was

stays closed and fastened by a chain but, as chance

you’ve ever tasted.

done some time ago now, but Gofree did not leave. Con-

would have it, on the day the gopher was set free the

the tortoise now known as “Gofree.” I reluctantly con-

sidering the life span of tortoises, it is probable that

gate was open. There, at the end of a partially eaten

this one has time on its side. She-might-be has grown

row of vegetables, was the distinct oval shape of a

much larger since coming to live on the farm, making
it necessary for me to cut the hole in my once

gopher hole. Apparently, after I released it, the

well-crafted garden fence even larger. After

gopher had made its way down the hill un-

excluding Gofree from the garden,

til it came to the garden fence, followed

I became concerned that it might

the fence until it found the open gate,

go

whereupon it entered. It may have

hungry

making

the

transi-

gotten trapped and could not find

tion to wild life, so now I place

a way out, or simply took a look

food near the burrow. Gofree

around and thought, this will do

eats blueberries, apple slices, let-

fine. I knew that gophers love suc-

tuce, collards and cabbage with

culent plants and that this one was

gusto, and apparently likes sub-

literally entrenched in my garden.

sidized living. Such is the tenor of
life on the berry farm.

It would not be a simple matter of
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News
Photo by Judy Howle

Photo by Jeff Lemons

T H E G R E AT
BAC K YA R D
BIRD COUNT
The Great Backyard Bird Count (GBBC) February
12-15 is an annual four-day event that engages
bird watchers of all ages in counting birds to create
a real-time snapshot of where the birds are across
the continent and in Hawaii.
Anyone can participate, from beginning bird
watchers to experts. It takes as little as 15
minutes on one day, or you can count for as long
as you like each day of the event. It’s free, fun,
and easy—and it helps the birds. As the count
progresses, anyone with internet access can explore
what is being reported from their own towns or
anywhere in the United States and Canada. You
can also see how this year’s numbers compare
with those from previous years. Participants may
also send in GBBC bird photographs that may be
selected to be posted online! Further information
on the GBBC is online at http://www.birdsource.
org/gbbc/whycount.html.

&

Views
C all f o r n o minees

H a n d s
Across
the s a n d

The FMWAS Nominating Committee is seeking
to fill several positions for your Board of
Directors. Positions open are president, vice
president, and one director-at-large position.

Join us in creating what

This is a year for renewed volunteerism in
America, new starts and beginnings to find
ways to serve the greater good. Please consider
volunteering to service on your Audubon
chapter Board of Directors. In addition, we
need to fill positions for our fundraising and
outreach committees. For information on any
of these opportunities, contact Nominating
Committee Chair, Sharhonda Owens at 968-8367
or any board member listed on the back of this
publication.

could become the largest public gathering in
the history of our state:
Hands Across the Sand,
on February 13, 2010,
at Pensacola Beach by
the pier. Hands Across
The Sand is devoted to
protecting our coastline
and waterways from
the devastating environmental

effects

of

near-shore oil drilling
by raising awareness
about pending Florida
legislation to permit oil

waters; by organizing a
statewide coastal movement to protest this leg-

ing our legislators and

St. Michael’s Cemetery is the oldest and
most significant historic site that survives
above ground in Pensacola. To encourage the
bird population there, FMWAS members Jan
Lloyd and Dan and Ann Forster are working
with the St. Michael’s Cemetery Foundation of
Pensacola to place bluebird houses around the
perimeter of the site.

Congratulations to Jamie Ross, winner of the
F.M. Weston Audubon Environmental award
at the West Panhandle Regional Science and
Engineering Fair, held in late January at UWF.
Jamie is a student at Booker T. Washington H.S.
Her study explored the use of common, nontoxic household products to repel ants.

drilling in our coastal

islation; and by convincBLUE BIRD NEST BOXES

KUDOS

governor to drop any
and all legislation that
would allow this folly.
For details see—http://
handsacrossthesand.com/

From a letter to
ou

r Board of Directo
rs:
As you review your
2009 accomplishm
ents, I
hope you realize th
e unmatched quali
ty you
and your organiza
tion represent. Your
efforts
are noticed in the
frequency of progra
ms,
the preparation of
speakers, the divers
ity of
your members and
the abundant calen
dar
of opportunities to
advance education
and
appreciation for bir
ds and nature. Th
e Skimmer,
the Website and yo
ur endorsement of
the Roy
Hyatt Environment
al Center positively
amplify
the caliber of indiv
iduals operating Fra
ncis M.
Weston Audubon So
ciety.
Thank you from yo
ur biggest fan,
Cindy Guttmann
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Join National Audubon and this chapter
with a one-year introductory membership for
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will receive Audubon Magazine, the Florida
Naturalist and the Skimmer. Fill in the form
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Our online edition of the Skimmer is
in full color at www.fmwaudubon.org
<http://www.fmwaudubon.org>

about 25% postconsumer waste

C o rp o rate S upp o rters
Armstrong World Industries
Baskerville-Donovan, Inc.
International Paper Company
Pfizer
Ascend Performance Materials (formerly Solutia, Inc.)

C H A P T E R C O N TA C T S
Presidents’ Council

Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Publicity
Treasurer
Directors at Large
Membership
Field Trips
Programs
Fund Raising
Conservation
Hyatt Center Committee
Education
Outreach
Skimmer Editor
Skimmer Art Director
Webmaster

Peggy Baker..................934-3242
Jim Brady.....................456-5083
Morris Clark...................968-5498
Annelise Reunert...........492-4389
Dana Timmons...............934-4521
Jan Lloyd.....................453-1660
Ann Forster...................456-4421
Sue Timmons.................934-4521
Betsy Tetlow.................438-3703
Larry Goodman..............433-5135
Sharhonda Owens...........944-5655
Annelise Reunert...........492-4389
Morris Clark...................968-5498
Dana Timmons...............934-4521
Position open.............................
Lynn Ogden..................512-3187
Jim Brady.....................456-5083
Peggy Baker..................934-3242
Position open.............................
Lucy Duncan.................932-4792
Lynn Gould
Debra Jones

Introductory Membership National Audubon Society
Individual/family
$20 for one year
$30 for two years
Student/senior citizen
$15 for one year
Make checks payable to the National Audubon Society.

_____________________________________________________
name

_____________________________________________________
address

_____________________________________________________
city

state

zip

_____________________________________________________
phone

_____________________________________________________
e-mail

Francis M. Weston Audubon Society Chapter C0ZE460Z
The National Audubon Society occasionally makes its membership list available
to carefully selected organizations whose mailings you might find of interest.
To have your name omitted from this list, please check here r.
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